· CENTER ISLAND - Large island in the center of the roundabout. Vehicles travel in a counter-clockwise direction around the island.

· SPLITTER ISLAND - Used to separate traffic entering and exiting a roundabout and guide drivers around the CENTER ISLAND. It also forces deflection in the vehicle's path to assist in reducing speed.

· CIRCULATING ROADWAY - Circular road around the CENTER ISLAND. Vehicles in the CIRCULATING ROADWAY have the right-of-way.

· TRUCK APRON - 3" of raised pavement between the CENTER ISLAND and the CIRCULATING ROADWAY that trucks use to negotiate the tight turns of a roundabout.

· YIELD LINE - White dashed line at the edge of the CIRCULATING ROADWAY to remind vehicles entering the roundabout to yield to traffic in the CIRCULATING ROADWAY.

· CROSSWALK - Crosswalks at a roundabout are located so pedestrians can cross behind the first vehicle waiting to enter the CIRCULATING ROADWAY.